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ABSTRACT
We introduce PANDALens, a ProactiveAINarrativeDocumentation
Assistant built on an Optical See-Through Head-Mounted Display
that transforms the in-context writing tool into an intelligent com-
panion during daily activities. PANDALens observes multimodal
contextual information from user behaviors and the environment
to detect interesting moments and elicit contemplation. It also em-
ploys Large Language Models to transform such multimodal in-
formation into coherent narratives with significantly reduced user
effort. PANDALens was iteratively designed through a formative
study identifying the user requirements. We verify its utility in a
real-world travel scenario in improving writing quality and travel
enjoyment while minimizing user effort.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→Ubiquitous andmobile com-
puting systems and tools; Empirical studies in interaction
design.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATEDWORK
The development of technology has improved our capacity to doc-
ument our daily life experiences. Such experience documentation
serves various purposes, including preserving memories that sup-
port Recollecting, Reminiscing, Retrieving, Reflecting, and Remem-
bering intentions (the 5Rs) [32], as well as sharing experiences [25].

Consider Jane, a traveling enthusiast who likes to capture and
share travel moments on social media. Unlike traditional lifelogging
cameras that record entire journeys but need extensive post-editing
efforts to identify interesting moments [4, 22], AI-driven lifelog-
ging streamlines this process by detecting and extracting intriguing
events [4, 9] for Jane. However, it might overlook essential mo-
ments due to limited accuracy [22] and may miss Jane’s personal
expression within the context. Jane could document her reflections
post-trip, but details might be lacking due to memory decay [20].
One approach to prevent memory loss is in-context writing, a pro-
cess of documenting experiences as they unfold, embedding the
writer’s immediate, vivid thoughts, feelings, and reflections on the
instant moments [20, 21]. For example, LiveSnippets [20] allows
Jane to take photos of interesting moments with short comments in
context using her smartphone. However, this method isn’t without
flaws: 1) Although commonly used in travel [34], smartphones are
more like reactive tools requiring hands-occupied and heads-down
interaction [17, 37], challenging users to capture fleeting moments.
2) Without context-related guidance, users may tend to make short
and superficial comments [20], compromising in-context writing
quality and needing extra effort for post-editing.

This leads us to our research question and design goal: How
can we support high-quality, personalized documentation in everyday
activities (e.g., travels) but with seamless interaction during users’
primary tasks (e.g., travels) and minimum post-editing efforts?
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Figure 1: (A) A user travels with PANDALens, an AI-assisted in-context writing tool equipped with an Optical See-Through
Head-Mounted Display (OHMD) and a ring mouse. (B) The system leverages various modalities to detect the user’s interests
during travel, such as potential interesting audio (e.g., music sounds in a demonstration) and gaze patterns (e.g., looking at
objects). (C) Detecting interests, the system displays icons (e.g., with auto-captured images) and prompts the user to comment
verbally. It then transcribes this comment and combines it with other data such as image, audio, time, and location to assemble
the contextual data. (D) Using the contextual information, the system formulates context-specific questions in the user’s
preferred style with a Large Language Model (LLM). The user can then respond to these questions. LLM also creates a summary
of the moment, which can be refined based on the user’s feedback. (E) Post-trip, the user can activate PANDALens using the
ring mouse to automatically generate travel blogs. A list of recorded moments is displayed for the user to choose from. Once
selected, the system drafts a travel blog that mirrors the user’s unique style.

We introduce PANDALens (ProactiveAINarrativeDocumentation
Assistant, see usage at Figure 1), a proof-of-concept, AI-assisted
in-context writing system on Optical See-Through Head Mounted
Displays (OST-HMD, OHMD, augmented-reality smart glasses).
The wearable heads-up platform [37] reduces the efforts in moment
capture by leveraging AI to observe multimodal context informa-
tion 1 [11, 27] from user natural behaviors (e.g., gaze, movement,
voice) and environments (e.g., objects in egocentric view and am-
bient audio), subsequently offering moment capture suggestions
proactively. Users can respond to these suggestions via natural
voice dialogue or subtle ring interactions [7, 31]. It leverages mixed-
initiative interactions [1, 2, 15] to reduce interference and utilizes
Large Language Models (LLMs) [5, 26] for document co-creation
[10, 30]. To elicit detailed user expressions and facilitate intelligent
dialogues, the LLM is used to interpret the multimodal contextual
information of the captured moment and generate context-related
[23] questions. To enhance the quality of the final documentation,
the integrated LLM utilizes contextual information with detailed
user expressions to craft the narratives progressively, minimizing
1In our context, multimodal information refers to visual, audio, spatial, and temporal
data of the user and environment.

user editing efforts. For detailed evaluation, please refer to our
original paper, PANDALens [6].

2 PANDALENS SYSTEM
In this section, we first depict the usage scenarios of PANDALens,
then detail its primary features.

2.1 Usage Scenarios of PANDALens
Consider Jane, the previously mentioned traveler, as a keen par-
ticipant at CHI’24 in Hawaii, exploring the interactive sessions
dedicated to the latest advancements in human-computer inter-
action. As Jane enters the venue, a cutting-edge robotic exhibit
catches her attention. Drawn by the exhibit’s intriguing design,
Jane approaches for a closer inspection. Sensing Jane’s focused in-
terest (e.g., prolonged gaze), PANDALens automatically captures an
image of the robotic exhibit. Recognizing that Jane is fully engaged
with the exhibit, PANDALens waits to offer comment suggestions
until she has finished her observation and proceeds to the next
showcase.
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Delighted by the robotic design, Jane mentions to PANDALens
that this is her first encounter with such an advanced robotic sys-
tem. With this feedback, and by analyzing the captured image and
location data, PANDALens inquires for more specifics, asking, “Do
you want to try to interact with the interactive robot?” Jane re-
sponds, “Yes, let me try. It’s fascinating to see the technology in
person!”

As an enthusiast of Augmented Reality (AR), when Jane dis-
covers a section dedicated to AR experiences, PANDALens detects
the AR smart glasses in Jane’s field of view. Given Jane’s interests,
it captures a snapshot and displays a ‘like icon’, inviting Jane’s
comments. Jane expresses her excitement about the diverse AR ap-
plications displayed. PANDALens then inquires about her favorite
AR experience. However, Jane’s attention shifts to an immersive
virtual reality (VR) presentation. Ignoring the question, which fades
away, Jane seeks the perfect angle to capture the VR experience in a
CAVE. After snapping a photo through a subtle gesture, Jane shares
her thoughts on the potential of VR with PANDALens. On revisiting
the AR section later, PANDALens refrains from auto-capturing or
suggesting comments to avoid repetition. Later, intrigued by an
interactive AI art installation, Jane moves closer, prompting PAN-
DALens to take photos. An invitation for comments appears when
detecting the ambient sounds associated with the installation. Jane
continues to explore the conference with PANDALens as her digital
companion.

Following the demo session, Jane uses ring interactions to prompt
PANDALens to compile a blog post. PANDALens presents a selec-
tion of recorded moments for Jane to highlight in the narrative.
After her selection, PANDALens crafts a blog detailing Jane’s in-
teractivity experiences at CHI’24, enriched with personal insights
and standout moments. Although Jane values detailed narratives,
she wishes to share her journey on Twitter. Hence, she requests
PANDALens to adapt the content into a Twitter-friendly format,
incorporating emojis for emphasis. After refining the content based
on Jane’s feedback, PANDALens finalizes the narrative and images,
transferring them to Jane’s laptop for sharing on social media.

2.2 Key Features of PANDALens System
As demonstrated in the above usage scenarios, the interaction flow
of PANDALens encompasses three stages: (1) Capturing Interested
Moments: Using a mixed-initiative interface seamlessly merges
AI-driven and human-initiated actions. (2) Context-Related Ques-
tions Generation: PANDALens presents context-related queries by
leveraging the multimodal information extracted from the captured
moments. (3) Final Narratives Generation: After travel, PANDALens
offers users the autonomy to select their favored captured moments.
It then generates a draft document and enables revisions based on
user preferences. In the following, we introduce the functions of
three major components in the Final System2.

2.2.1 Mixed Initiation for Moment Capture: AI Initiation. We incor-
porated a set of modalities tailored for travel scenarios as a proof of
concept to detect users’ situational and personal interests [28, 33].
We also designed strategies to mitigate false positive suggestions
and information overwhelming from the AI assistant.

2The Final System was developed after one iteration with user testing [6].

Multimodal Analyzer for User Interest Detection. The system pro-
cesses various modalities in real-time and concurrently to detect
the two types of interests. To identify situational interests, the
system recognizes positive sentiments, including joy and surprise,
in user verbal expressions, given travelers mainly report positive
experiences in travel blogs [8].

For personal interest detection, the system monitors two types
of context information from the environment that match user pref-
erences, objects within the FPV and background audio, to discern
visual and auditory preferences. To quickly assess user visual and
auditory preferences from a wide range of categories, we ask LLM
to “Create an interactive questionnaire to narrow down two lists
related to interest detection for the COCO dataset and MediaPipe
Audio classification, based on the user’s travel preferences.” Based
on users’ answers, the LLM consequently formulates two lists of
potential options, allowing users to narrow down their choices
further.

Additionally, two triggers are utilized to detect both situational
and personal interest, with optimization based on pilot testing re-
sults. The first, Gaze Fixation, is detected when eyes remain focused
on a small area, deviating no more than 4.91 degrees for at least
1 second. The second trigger, “Zoom-In”, activates when users ap-
proach an object closely while looking at it. This intent is identified
by the target object size increases by 10% in two consecutive FPV
frames.

Interaction Design. As depicted in Figure 2 (AI Initiative-Detect
Interest), the AI suggests moment capture upon detecting user inter-
est. Users can confirm such interest by verbally commenting, which
triggers the system to auto-record. To overcome the uncertainty
in AI decisions, we follow the mixed-initiative guidelines [2, 15].
If the user ignores the suggestion, it gradually vanishes, or users
can dismiss it manually (by pressing the center button on the ring
mouse).

Moreover, tomitigate distraction fromAI suggestions, we adopted
the following designs: (1) We utilized the principles of “matching
attentional draw with utility” [13, 36] for notifications. For instance,
audio notifications attract more attention [12]. Thus, initial invi-
tations of moment commenting are only conveyed through subtle
visual feedback (e.g., icons [7, 16, 19]), and audio notifications are
only enabled after confirming the user’s interest. (2) To facilitate
user concentration on primary activities while still being subtly
aware of digital alerts, we situated the visual notifications within
peripheral vision [7, 16, 18]. Additionally, we employed higher
inter-line text spacing [38] to enhance the text readability during
mobility, as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. (3) To prevent users
from being bombarded with notifications, we limit the frequency
of sending the same type of notification. Specifically, we set a min-
imum interval for the same type of suggestions within a similar
FPV (𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 (15𝑠) + (𝐹𝑃𝑉 _𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦)2 ×
𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (200𝑠)). (4) To ensure users remain engaged in
the present experience, certain notifications are deferred [3] to less
interesting moments. For instance, gaze fixation-based suggestions
are deferred until a transition [14] during the trip.

2.2.2 Mixed Initiation for Moment Capture: Human Initiation. We
incorporate human initiation using subtle ring interaction [7, 31] to
complement AI initiation, especially when AI might not detect user
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Figure 2: Interaction flow of PANDALens system. It includes both AI-initiative and Human-Initiative interactions. The ring
mouse for human-controlled interaction is also shown (yellow dots presenting button clicks). Note: Icons are re-scaled to make
the figure clear.

interest. Adopting the attention-maintaining interface design of
ParaGlassMenu [7, 18], our design enables users to remain engaged
in their travel activities while leveraging their peripheral vision
for menu manipulation. By default, the menu is hidden to reduce
disruptions. As illustrated in Figure 2 (Human Initiative-Menu),
users can activate the menu by pressing the center button on the
ring mouse. Following natural spatial mapping guidelines [24] to
minimize cognitive effort, users can utilize the up, down, and right,
buttons to generate final writing, take photos, or record voice com-
ments, respectively. Moreover, proficient users can snap photos
directly via the ring mouse’s down button as a shortcut, bypassing
menu activation. Options for photo retakes are provided, enabling
refining captures. Once a photo is taken, the system displays a noti-
fication consisting of an image and comment invitation. Mirroring
the AI initiation process (sec 2.2.1), the system anticipates user
voice commenting and fades the notification if left unattended after
8 seconds.

2.2.3 Processing of Interested Moments. Upon users confirming
interesting moments via comments, PANDALens transcribes the
user’s voice into text. As shown in Figure 3 (Contextual Informa-
tion), these transcriptions are then sent to the LLM, enriched with
additional contextual modalities in textual formats using various AI
models (detailed in Appendix A-Table 1), including image descrip-
tions, visual objects’ labels, text recognized from images (OCR),
timestamps, location, and background audio category. This facil-
itates 1) presenting context-relevant questions to users for inspi-
ration and 2) creating a concise moment summary that eventually
contributes to the final narratives.

Context-Related Questions for Inspiration. Leveraging the afore-
mentioned multimodal context, the LLM employs a predefined

prompt to pose context-specific questions tailored to the user’s
preferred style (e.g., ‘question links to memories’). User prefer-
ences regarding question formats are pre-configured (Appendix A-
Figure 3-green highlighted parts) and summarized by another LLM
model, which first queries users for their preferred style and offers
examples for decision support when user preferences are unclear
(e.g., a question style example provided by the LLM is: Specific and
Detailed: “Can you describe the flavors and aromas of your coffee?
How did they contribute to your overall experience?” ).

To balance inspiration and potential distraction, we limit the
number of questions posed for each moment to two, as suggested
by users. Regarding the notification modality of these queries, our
system integrates both automatic and manual toggling between
auditory and visual feedback to ensure a balance between notice-
ability and minimal distractions. Automatic modality toggles are
environmentally dependent; for instance, a scene with many nearby
individuals in the FPV prompts auditory rather than visual feedback
to preserve the user’s visual focus. Concurrently, manual modality
adjustments using the ring mouse, such as muting or unmuting
notifications, are also available.

Prompt Design: Processing Interesting Moments for High-Quality
Questions and Final Narratives. To ensure a comprehensive under-
standing of user travel experiences, interactions with LLMmaintain
the chat memories, including previous contextual and Q&A details
in the same travel session (See Appendix A-Figure 3, Interaction
flow with LLM). However, two primary issues were encountered
during LLM data processing: 1) the LLM asked irrelevant questions
due to overlooking important context that contains unclear or erro-
neous information (e.g., voice comments with errors like ‘Seeshell
Potoms’ [‘Seashell Patterns’]), and 2) it produced unsatisfactory
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final narratives from lengthy, unstructured chat histories (e.g., voice
transcription errors preserving in final narratives while user elabo-
rations on questions are missing). To mitigate these challenges, we
iteratively refined the prompts for LLM (Appendix A-Figure 3).

To address the first challenge, the refined prompts require the
LLM to correct inaccuracies using multimodal information before
generating context-relevant questions (detailed in the Authoring
Mode Task Description in Appendix A-Figure 3). This approach
reduced unsatisfied questions and enabled a more accurate un-
derstanding of the environment and user intentions. For example,
instead of ignoring ‘Seeshell Potoms,’ the refined prompt enabled
the LLM to accurately understand it with the museum’s multimodal
context and inquire about captivating aspects of the seashell pat-
tern.

We adopt an approach similar to Chain-of-Thought [35] to ad-
dress the second challenge. Rather than prompting the LLM to
generate final narratives directly from an unstructured chat history,
the prompt first instructs the LLM to craft a summary for each dis-
tinct moment, accompanied by every in-situ question generation.
These summaries can be dynamically enriched or corrected based
on users’ responses regarding specific moments. For example, a
moment summary first accurately recorded a plant name as ‘Raffle-
sia’ instead of ‘Raising’ from voice transcription. Then, it updated
details on how the plant’s structure enables its regeneration after a
fire disaster using user responses to questions. Ultimately, the LLM
model generates the final narrative using these refined momentary
summaries.

2.2.4 Generation of Final Writing. Post-travel, users can compose
their travel blogs by selecting which captured moments to incor-
porate (see Figure 2, Moment Selection and Export Output). The
LLM provides a concise summary for each recorded moment, fa-
cilitating users in choosing different moment combinations for
diverse narratives. After moment selection, the LLM crafts the
complete narrative based on a predetermined personalized prompt
(Appendix A-Figure 3-green highlighted parts)3. Recognizing that
preferences may change over time, users can modify the writing
style or other narrative adjustments through voice commands. Ulti-
mately, the system offers the final draft narrative in Microsoft Word
format, facilitating various sharing options, including social media
posts. In addition, to satisfy the comprehensive reviewing needs,
the system attaches all the moment summaries to the end of the
documentation.

3 CONCLUSION
We explored the integration of OHMD interactions with a proac-
tive AI assistant equipped with a multimodal context analyzer
and the LLM pipeline. This facilitates in-context writing during
travel, transforming a passive tool into a travel companion. We
have open-sourced this project at https://github.com/Synteraction-
Lab/PANDALens, and welcome contributions from the community
to expand its usage scenarios. Future work could focus on develop-
ing a general AI assistant capable of processingmultimodal contexts
and auto-generating documents in various application scenarios,

3Mirroring the approach for setting question preferences, user preferences for writing
styles are preconfigured using an LLM with a separate prompt.

such as creating news reports or summarizing presentations at a
conference.
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A IMPLEMENTATION
The PANDALens system is developed with the OHMD, XREAL
Air4, for a near-eye display and uses the Pupil Core add-on for
gaze detection and FPV streaming. Implementation can be found
at https://github.com/Synteraction-Lab/PANDALens. Built on a
TKinter-based UI and a Python backend, it seamlessly handles
the real-time capture and concurrent processing of various con-
text data and user interaction. Due to computational constraints,
our choice of context analysis models aimed to balance perfor-
mance and efficiency, especially in mobile scenarios without con-
stant power sources. We employed the GPT3.5-Turbo-16K model
as the primary LLM to generate context-specific questions and
structure narratives. Few-shot prompts (i.e., Auto Mode Selection
in Figure 3) enabled LLM to discern whether to generate ques-
tions, compile a moment selection list, or create a full blog entry

4https://www.xreal.com/air
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Figure 3: LLM Chat History for the PANDALens system. ‘System’ represents the initial prompts directing the LLM’s tasks. In the
Instruction Prompt, sections highlighted in green are customized parts tailored to individual preferences and generated by
another LLM. ‘User’ and ‘AI’ signify the inputs and outputs within the LLM dialogue, respectively, with message sequencing
indicated numerically. Note: Some details are redacted to conserve space and preserve anonymity.

Table 1: System Components and Associated Technologies.

Component Description Associated Technologies/Tools
PANDALens Main system developed for the application. Python 3.9
OHMD UI Interfaces built on a laptop for near-eye display. Tkinter
Pupil Core Facilitates gaze detection and FPV video streaming. Socket connection in Python with Pupil Capture App

Multimodal Analyzer Analyzes multimodal context data concurrently
and integrates contextual information in JSON format.

1. Object Detection & OCR: YOLO v8, Google Cloud Vision API
2. Image Description: BLIP-large on Hugging Face
3. FPV Similarity: OpenCV
4. Audio Classification: MediaPipe
5. Voice Transcription: Whisper
6. Tone Analysis: Emotion English DistilRoBERTa-base model
7. Location: Geopy, Geocoder.
8. Time: Python’s Datetime.

LLM Model Processes context data to provide questions and assist writing. GPT3.5-Turbo-16K (temperature value: 0.3)

Prompt Engineering Ensures efficient task performance and seamless integration.

1. Clear and Specific Instructions,
2. Few-shot prompts,
3. JSON formatted responses,
4. Chain-of-Thought approach

based on the input format, and additional prompt engineering tech-
niques [29, 35] were utilized to enhance its output. Our system
compresses chat history into summaries to address the LLM’s token

limitations, facilitating longer documentation sessions. Compre-
hensive implementation details can be referred to in Table 1 and
https://github.com/Synteraction-Lab/PANDALens.
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